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Problem 
 
As a procedural subspecialty, cardiology fellows are required to document procedures that 
fulfill core training competencies. Other training programs have similar reporting requirements. 
Detailed procedure logs are often requested by the hospital credentialing committees of 
trainees’ future employers upon graduation. 
 
The pre-intervention workflow in our fellowship program involved fellows recording their 
procedures within MedHub manually. This workflow is redundant and does not capture 
valuable procedure details (co-operators, indication, outcome, etc.) because it is outside of the 
electronic health record (EHR) and separate from routine clinical documentation. Alternative 
procedure logging practices (Google Docs, Microsoft Excel, etc.) are discouraged as they can put 
patients’ protected health information at risk if misplaced. The additional task of non-clinical 
procedure reporting contributes to the burden of clinically busy cardiology fellows. 
 
Objectives 
 
Recognizing the above limitations, we set out to design a procedural reporting workflow that 
could capture key core competency fulfillment for fellows within their routine clinical 
documentation practices. 
 
Intervention/Methods 
 
Part of the cath lab’s pre-intervention workflow included a note template that fellows use to 
communicate key procedure details and findings to the clinical team prior to dictation. This 
note was identified as an opportunity to capture data curricular reporting. In cooperation with 
the UCM IT and our Epic Physician Builder Program, the note template was redesigned to 
include structured data that could be repurposed for core competency reporting. 
 
Results 
 
The redesigned note template was updated to record: procedure operators, indication, 
findings, access site, and procedures performed. The finalized template was put into Epic 
production in late November 2018. In the three months following, the note template was used 
297 times and identified a procedure operator 878 times (each note could identify more than 
one operator, including attending physicians). These data were exported for secondary 
reporting and analysis successfully via Epic Clarity. 



 

 

 
The template is now part of the fellowship’s documentation workflow and was seamlessly 
introduced to the 2019 starting fellowship class. Capture of procedures fulfilling core 
competencies has increased substantially after the introduction of this workflow. (see key 
graphic) 
 
Attendee Key Take-aways 
 
Attendees will understand how EHR workflows can be modified to achieve secondary reporting 
for the purposes of documenting core competencies for trainees. And that doing so reduces the 
burden of additional time spent on fulfilling training requirements. 
 
Attendees will be given examples of how to design a procedure reporting template that 
balances granularity with ease of use. 
 
Key Graphic 
 

 
 


